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ABSTRACT
Pyramid based methods in image processing provide a helpful framework for accelerating the propagation of information
over large spatial domains, increasing the efficiency for large scale applications. Combined with an anisotropic diffusion
scheme tailored to preserve the boundaries at a given level, an efficient way for enhancing large structures in 3D images is
presented. In our approach, the partial differential equation defining the evolution of the intensity in the image is solved
in an explicit scheme at multiple resolutions in an ascending-descending cycle. Intensity ’flux’ between distant voxels is
allowed, while preserving borders relative to the scale. Experiments have been performed both with phantoms and with
real data from 3D Transrectal Ultrasound Imaging. The effectiveness of the method to remove speckle noise and to enhance
large structures such as the prostate has been demonstrated. For instance, using two scales reduces the computation time
by 87% as compared to a single scale. Furthermore, we show that the boundaries of the prostate are mainly preserved, by
comparing with manually outlined edges.
Keywords: Multiresolution methods, noise reduction, anisotropic diffusion, partial differential equations, 3D transrectal
ultrasound.
1. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of Partial Differential Equations (PDE) in image processing has provided a framework to model images
in a continous domain simplifying the formalism in a variety of applications. It facilitates the understanding and imple-
mentation of discrete local nonlinear filters.1 By introducing t as an ’evolution’ parameter, the image I changes according
to a differential equation such that ∂I∂t = F [I], where F characterizes a given filter. Based on PDE, several approaches
such as anisotropic diffusion have been proposed for denoising and enhancing structures in medical images. A particular
case of the diffusion equation representing the evolution toward an equilibrium state is
∂I
∂t
= div[g(x)∇I] (1)
with initial conditions I(t = 0) = I0, where g(x) represents the diffusivity and ∇I the gradient of the image I . Perona
and Malik2 proposed as diffusivity a scalar function g(x) decreasing with the magnitude of the gradient ∇I to reduce
diffusion at the edges. For example, g(x) can be implemented as
g(| ∇I |) = 1
1 + ( |∇I|k )
2
(2)
where k is the diffusion capacity, separating low and high-contrast regions leading to edge enhancement. Following the
popular scheme of anisotropic diffusion, several approaches have been proposed. They tackle issues such as directionality
in the structures, model of ingoing noise3–8 or target specific structures.9, 10
In a numerical scheme, the Equation (1) can be solved either by using semi-implicit additive operator splitting (AOS)
as proposed by Weickert,4 or in an explicit way, choosing a small time step size to ensure stability. In the latter case, the
equation (1) can be discretized and written in terms of the flux between the nodes (voxels) of a discrete lattice as
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It+∆t(x) = It(x) + ∆t(
∑
i∈ηk
Fk,i) (3)
where ηk represents the nodes in I and Fk,i the flux between the nodes Xk and Xi. This means the intensity (value
at the nodes) I is updated according to the sum of the flux arriving from the neighborhood. Figure (1) represents the flux
within nodes in one dimension. In2 the flux is Fk,k+1(| ∇ I |) =| ∇ I | g(| ∇I |). In,3 Weickert proposes a diffusion
matrix D, for which the flux can be written as F = D | ∇I |, where the eigenvectors of the matrix D are the principal
directions of the structure. In,10 Krissian decomposed the flux in an orthogonal basis, where the directions of principal
curvature are calculated by using the Hessian.
Xk−1 Xk+2Xk+1Xk
Fk−1,k Fk,k+1 Fk+1,k+2
Figure 1. Flux between adjacent nodes in 1D anisotropic diffusion scheme.
Our approach extends the computation of the flux (Equation3) into a pyramidal structure, combining it with a 3D
anisotropic diffusion scheme, suited for preserving the most important boundaries in the image at a given level, progres-
sively making up homogeneous regions. Pyramidal representations offer many advantages as shown by Burt and Adelson11
and has been used in various applications.12 Thanks to the multiresolution representations, local operators can be applied
at a coarse level and the result can be expanded and propagated to a finer level, which is analogous to more expensive
computations at finest levels. When bound to an edge-preserving anisotropic diffusion scheme, pyramidal approaches
present significant improvements compared to Gaussian-based pyramidal approaches.13 Moreover, it has been shown how
multigrid anisotropic diffusion efficiently eliminates high and low frequency errors.14
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Figure 2. Flux between nodes after subsampling operations.
In this paper, we propose a method favouring the flux between distant nodes via subsampling and supersampling
operations in a pyramidal framework (Figure 2). A pyramid containing both the images and the updates at different levels
is constructed. Updates apply to consecutive levels, by propagating the updated value computed at a coarse level to the fine
level. As opposed to existing approaches, the direction of the links between the nodes evolves with the levels wihin the
pyramid taking the direction of the remaining boundaries into account. This results in a directional flux, favoured in the
direction of the structures and limited perpendicular to them, preserving the most important features while removing weak
edges. The directional flux is driven by a linear combination of three differents set of diffusivity terms: a set of directional
homogeneity terms, which implements a directional averaging strategy, limiting the flux perpendicular to the structures; a
mean preserving term, which allows the flux between the current value and the local mean; a contrast enhancement term,
which establishes a flux between the current value and a new value increasing the contrast. Each of the terms is weighted
by the probability of a point belonging to a contour, which in turn is based on the integral of the gradient histogram. In
this way, the influence of the mean preserving term will be higher within homogeneous regions than near the boundaries.
The favoured flux along the direction of the detected structures intuitively follows the same idea as of other approaches as
proposed by Weickert,4 Krissian10 or Yang et al.15 However, this step depends on the likelihood of a voxel to be part of a
boundary, in which case, a new orthonormal basis is computed following the normal to the surface. The scale dependency
is given by the number of levels in which the original image is subsampled. Thus, by selecting appropriate levels in the
pyramid, the method can be used to smooth the image, while preserving the boundaries of objects above a certain size.
Many applications may benefit from this method. In some of them the problem of enhancing structures above a certain
size is addressed, where the main issue is to simultaneously remove redundant structures and noise. This is the case when
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detecting large structures in 3D Ultrasound images, for which the computation of a complete anisotropic diffusion filter
becomes expensive when applied at a single resolution only.6 We illustrate this by using 3D transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)
images of the prostate.16
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2.1 a multiresolution anisotropic diffusion scheme is presented, with the
diffusion terms described in detail in section 2.2 and the boundary preserving features described in 2.3. Finally, section 3
contains experiments and results.
2. METHOD
2.1 Multiresolution Scheme
We define l = 0 as the level of the original image. The subsampling (.)↓n and the interpolation (.)↑n operators transfer
the images between adjacent levels. With (.)↓n, as described in,14 each side of the resulting image [I]l+1 = ([I]l)↓n is
shortened n times compared to the sides of [I]l. Conversely, with (.)↑n the image at level l + 1 is transferred to the next
finer level l, by interpolating between neighbouring voxels. Figure (2) illustrates the flux between nodes at multiple scales
in one dimension after a subsampling (([I]l−1)↓2) operator is applied. The next level is obtained by averaging between
neighbouring voxels. At level (l + 1) the flux between the nodes A and B is allowed after subsampling from nodes Xk−1
to nodes Xk+2 at level (l − 1). Thus, operating with the flux between consecutive levels will be analogous to computing a
fraction of the flux (Equation 3) at lower resolutions and then returning the result back to higher resolutions.
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...
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Figure 3. Pyramid Flux. At each level, the filtering is performed. At the last level only the accumulated update [Ur]N is retained and
propagated through the lowest levels to help solving the PDE.
Figure 3 depicts the concept of the multiresolution pyramid. Let FL be a filtering process with anisotropic diffusion at
a given level L solved in an explicit scheme by which the flux between nodes are computed following Equation (3). Here,
it is supposed that FL can consolidate homogeneous regions, preserving the most important boundaries, whereas weak
edges progressively dissapear. FL is solved in an explicit scheme, thus at instant t + ∆t, Equation (3) can be rewritten as
It+∆t = It + utr (4)
where the updating value, namely utr, is the addition of the flux over the neighborhood
utr = ∆t(
∑
i∈ηk
Fk,i) (5)
In the pyramidal scheme, a fraction of ur will be computed by addition of flux F lk,i at lower scales. Thus, the solution
is completed by successive subsampling of the result and intermediate filtering by FL at lower resolutions as depicted in
Figure (3). At level l = 0 and at time t = tk + ∆t the computed image is
[Itk+∆t]0 = [Itk ]0 + [U tkr ]0, (6)
where the accumulated update value at instant t = tk is [U tkr ]0 =
∑t=tk
t=0 u
t
r. Then, the intermediate solution [Itk ]0
is subsampled from level l = 0 to l = 1 with ((.)↓2) and new iterations are performed with initial condition [U tkr ]1 = 0.
After some iterations at level l = 1 we obtain a new intermediate solution at t = tq which can be rewritten as [I]1 =
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([I]0)↓2 + [Ur]1, where [Ur]1 = [
∑t=tq
t=tk
utr]1. This leads to the following generalized expression for an iterative ascending
cycle (from level l − 1 to level l)
[I]l = ([I]l−1)↓2 + [Ur]l. (7)
Repeating the process for multiple levels in the ascending cycle, a pyramidal structure is generated, where for each
level l the temporary solution [I]l and the updated values [Ur]l are stored (Fig.3). By doing so, a low cost solution can be
computed at the coarsest levels, in which flux is allowed between disconnected voxels. Because of the similarities between
the udated values [Ur]l computed at two consecutive levels l and l+1, we can use ([Ur]l+1)↑2, to update the image at level
l by doing [I]l + ([Ur]l+1)↑2. This leads to a recursive solution within the pyramid:
[I]l = ([I]l−1)↓2 + ([Ur]l+1)↑2. (8)
where the interpolation operator (.)↑2 is applied to transfer [Ur]l+1 to the next finer level l. Thus, intermediate solutions
can be combined between two consecutive levels without affecting structures above a certain size.
2.2 Flux computation at a single level by FL
The diffusion FL which fulfills the initial boundary-preserving requirement is based on previous diffusivity functions
proposed by.17 In our implementation, the diffusion is favoured along the direction of the detected structures. This strategy
can be related to other filters performing directional local averaging, or within an anisotropic diffusion framework taking
into account the direction of the structures.4, 10, 15 However, in this work the detection of the structure, and consequently the
flux, is based on global and local information. This is achieved by first detecting gross boundaries based on a likelihood
operator as described in section 2.3, after which a local, boundary-aligned coordinate system is computed for the boundaries
(Figure 4), while keeping the original coordinate system for the remaining areas. The detail of the boundary computations
are presented in the next section.
î′
ĵ′
k̂′ n̂
O′
S
O
k̂
ĵ
î
Figure 4. Construction of a new orthonormal basis to change flux orientation.
For a given point x in I , the anisotropic diffusion method uses a linear combination of the following three scalar
diffusivity functions, each having a similar but discretized form as the diffusivity in:2 a) A set of directional-homogeneity
terms gi, for i = −η2 ,..,
η
2 computed over a neighborhood of size η in O
′(̂i′, ĵ′, k̂′); b) a mean preserving term gI ; and c) a
contrast enhancing term gL. Combining these functions with different weights, performs different local averaging aiming
at consolidate homogeneous regions, taking the boundaries into account. They are defined as follows:
a) The set of directional-homogeneity terms gi(x) are computed by using the homogeneity hi over a neighbourhood of
x in the new orthonormal basis O′ (Figure 4) as
gi(x) =
1
1 + ( (1−hi)∆Iik )
2
(9)
where ∆Ii = I(x + δx) − I(x) and the ratio (1−hi)∆Iik determines the directional diffusivity, which is computed
using the local homogeneity hi ∈ [0, 1], centered at x in the direction i defined in the orthonormal basis O′(̂i′, ĵ′, k̂′),
hi = h−i = 11+σ2i . The variance σ
2
i is used to construct a measure of smoothness of the intensity distribution along a
specific direction. Within a homogeneous region (or following a homogeneous direction) σ2i = 0, and hi = 1. Therefore,
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the homogeneity factor (1− hi)∆Ii increases gi only in the low contrast zones. In order to make it locally adaptive and to
reduce weak edges, k is defined as max(| ∆Ii |) . With this scheme, the obtained effect is that in homogeneous directions
(where the variance is minimum) the computed diffusion is maximum (gi = 1). On the other hand, in non-homogeneous
directions, the flux is still allowed regardless of the inhomogeneity. This has the dual purpose of producing piecewise
homogeneous regions and helping to eliminate noise across weak edges. Thus, this set of terms leads to an expression for
the flux between the neighbors in the main directions of the structure as Fi = ∆Iigi(x).
b) The mean preserving term gI(x) is intended to keep the mean value over homogeneous regions. It is computed using
the difference between the local mean Iη(x) and I(x) (∆Imean = Iη(x) − I(x)). With this term the convergency to the
average in homogeneous regions is accelerated. Thus, using the same k as previously:
gI(x) =
1
1 + (∆Imeank )
2
. (10)
and the flux FImean = ∆ImeangI(x).
c) The contrast enhancing term gL(x) is intended to enhance the contrast locally by direct use of the Laplacian of the
image∇2I . It exploits the fact that for any image I we can obtain a sharpened version Ic by subtracting the Laplacian from
I , Ic = I −∇2I . Ic can be updated iteratively making the intensity tend towards a value increasing the contrast. In other
words, a flux is created between the current value I and Ic. Thus, for a given position x, the term Ic(x) = I0 − ∇2I(x)
weighted by a diffusivity function gL(x) using ∆IL = Ic(x)− Ix = −∇2I(x) is given by
gL(x) =
1
1 + (∆ILk )
2
. (11)
and the enhancing contrast flux by
FL = ∆ILgL(x) (12)
Iteratively solving the whole system in an explicit scheme leads to the equation:
It+∆t(x) = It(x) + ∆t[
∑
i=−η2 ,..,
η
2
αiFi(x) +
βFI(x) +
λFL(x)] (13)
where ∆t is the time step used and the coefficients αi, β and λ are adaptively computed according to the likelihood of
being part of a boundary as we will show in section 2.3. The average local contrast is used as a stop criteria for iterations
within a level in the multiresolution scheme, guaranteeing stability (Figure 5). The average contrast over an image I is
defined by C =
P
I Cwq
N where N is the size of I and the local contrast measure Cwq =
Imax−Imin
Imax+Imin
. In a neighbourhood
of size wq, Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum values respectively. In a filtering process, as Cwq converges
to a minimum value, the contrast C in homogeneous regions should decrease. Conversely, Cwq and C should reach a
maximum value near the boundaries. The contrast can exhibit a local minimum before undershoot or overshoot bands
across the strongest edges appear due to the Laplacian term (Equation 11) producing instability. In this work the contrast
is used as a trigger to change from one level to another, which implies that the strongest boundaries steer the switching
to lower levels (Figure 5). However, stability can be implemented by using other criteria, such as the control of flow
“material” in a neighborhood proposed by Salvado et al.18 using reverse diffusion. The switching between levels can be
also performed by doing a reduced number of iterations at finest resolutions, minimizing for example the contrast within
homogeneous regions, and then switching automatically using the contrast.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the contrast at multiple levels during the diffusion process. This is used as a switch criteria between different
levels.
2.3 Weights in the boundary-preserving local coordinate system
Each of the coefficients (αi, β, λ) is adaptively computed for all the points x = (x, y, z) in I , using an estimator pc(x) ∈
[0, 1] as the likelihood of being part of a boundary. The estimator pc(x) is based on a normalized cumulated histogram of
the gradient amplitude, |∇I| as
pc(x) =
max|∇I(x)|∑
s=1
hist(s), (14)
where s represents the value of | ∇I(x) | in the histogram (Figure 6). The histogram of the gradient reflects the local
intensity difference over the entire image. At each point x, the parameters are defined as β = (1− pc(x)) and λ = pc(x).
The coefficients αi are set to 1, except the one related to the normal direction αbnd = (1 − pc(x)). Near a boundary αbnd
becomes zero, limiting the diffusion in that direction.
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Figure 6. (a) Histogram of the gradient. µ is a pseudo mean and Wµ is the width at 50% of the maximum. (b) Normalized probability
function computed from the histogram of the gradient. From there, the probability pc for a given point x to belong to a contour or to be
within a homogeneous region, pr , can be estimated.
In order to account for the structures within the image, the surface normal n̂ and the new orthonormal basis, O′,
must be computed at each point to drive the direction of the diffusion. However, it does not have to be computed inside
homogeneous regions where the gradient is negligible. To this end, a threshold γ ∈ [0, 1] has been defined from the pc(x)
curve (Equation 14). Since the gradient computation is sensitive to noise, all the points x whose pc(x) ≥ γ are considered
part of a boundary and a more precise gradient is computed. For such boundary points, the diffusion is performed following
the recomputed normal, otherwise the diffusion is performed in the original grid. In our scheme, γ = 0.1, but it could
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be estimated, for instance, by means of a confidence interval over the histogram, by using Wµ, which becomes smaller as
noise is removed.
2.4 Implementation
The complete algorithm consists of two main parts, where the solution is given in the original resolution:
1. In the ascending cycle:
• For pyramid levels l = 1 . . . L:
- Initialize Updates [Ur]l to Zero.
- Compute flux, partial solutions [I]l and updates [Ur]l until the stop criteria is reached (Section 2.2).
- Transfer [I]l to the next coarser level l + 1 using the operator ([I]l+1)↓2). This will initialise the level l + 1.
2. In the descending cycle:
• For levels l = L− 1 . . . 0 iterate:
- Transfer the update from level l + 1, namely [Ur]l+1, to level l by using the operator ([Ur]l+1)↑2.
- Add ([Ur]l+1)↑2 to the current Image ([I]l)).
- Retain the new computed update [Ur]l.
Figure 7 illustrates the process for two levels with an ultrasound image of the prostate. With the proposed diffusivity
functions, one can observe for the resulting image that the largest structures are preserved while the high frequency noise
(compared to both scales) is reduced.
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Figure 7. Ascending and descending cycles for only 2 levels. (1)FL is performed following the described approach (low number of
iterations). (2) Transfer of the solution to the next coarser level by (.)↓2. (3) For the last level, [Ur]l is computed and retained to initialize
the descending cycle. (4) The accumulated flux [Ur]l is interpolated by (.)↑2, and added to the intermediate solution at the finer level.
(5) Partial solutions are obtained by using Equation (8). (6) Finally FL removes residual noise.
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To illustrate the behaviour of the algorithm when small and large structures are targeted, the proposed approach was applied
to a set of synthetic phantoms and to real 3D Transrectal Ultrasound (TRUS) images of the prostate. For the phantom, the
results were evaluated with respect to the improvement in the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) by region. For the TRUS
images the properties of the algorithm were evaluated at the boundary of the prostate.
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3.1 Diffusion applied to synthetic phantoms
A 1283 virtual phantom containing spheres of radii=15, 10, 5 and 3 voxels was used. The intensity of the background and
structures were set to a value of 128 and 64, respectively. The images were convolved with a Gaussian (σb = 2), after
which additive noise (σn = 25) was added. The level switching was controlled by the difference of the average contrast
between consecutive iterations, with a threshold of 0.001. The evolution of the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR noisy
Image) was computed over four different Regions of Interest (ROI1,2,3,4) embedding each one of the spheres. The PSNR
was computed as 20log10( Imax√MSE ) where Imax is the maximum possible value over the image and the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) is defined as MSE =
P
x,y,z [Io(x,y,z)−Ir(x,y,z)]2
N2 , where Io is the original noiseless image and Ir is the noisy
image. The results are depicted in Figure 8 and summarized in Table 1. With the given conditions of noise (PSNR Orig.),
the results for a single level indicate an improvement of the quality of the images and a preservation of structures larger
than 10 voxels despite a large number of iterations.
For L=1 there is a progressive vanishing of smaller structures. For instance, the smallest sphere (r=3 voxels in ROI4)
vanished after 30 iterations. This is due to the weakness of the bundary defined in this region compared to the rest of the
image. Conversely, the largest structures (ROI1 and ROI2) are preserved at levels L=2 and L=3. Furthermore, when the
filter is applied between L=1 and L=2 the results are similar (PSNR= 98.81 and 98.68 for ROI1, PSNR=96.39 and 96.15
for ROI2), but the computation time was reduced by 85%.
(a) Noisy Image (b) L=1 (30It) (c) L=2 (d) L=3
Figure 8. Phantom 1. (a) Original noisy image, (b) Results of filtering at a single level and (c)-(d) for L=2,3.
(ROI) Noisy Image L = 1 L = 2 L = 3
ROI1 79.90 98.81 98.68 97.27
ROI2 77.14 96.39 96.15 94.82
ROI3 73.82 93.86 93.62 92.74
ROI4 71.33 93.58 93.07 93.20
Table 1. Evolution of PSNR measured on different ROIs when the method is applied to the phantom. L=1 (30 iterations) and Multireso-
lution scheme with L=2,3.
3.2 3D TRUS images of prostate
The purpose of the experiment was to compare overall smoothing properties (noise reduction) and edge enhancement
behaviour, as the number of levels increases. The algorithm was applied to a set of five 3D TRUS images acquired with an
US device as described in16 (Figure 9). To produce 3D images, video frames from a B-K Medical 2102 Hawk ultrasound
machine (B-K Medical, Denmark) were digitized with a Matrox Meteor II MC video frame grabber (Matrox Imaging)
at 30 Hz, while an 8558/S side firing linear array transducer with a central frequency of 7.5 MHz was rotated around its
long axis over 120o so that 2D images were acquired in a fan geometry at a 0.7o angular interval. In a preprocessing step
attenuation effects are reduced with an algorithm that we have previously developed.19 The results of anisotropic diffusion
at a single level (FL) applied to 3D TRUS images was compared in a previous work17 against two other approaches2, 20
where we demonstrated its benefits in terms of evolution of the average intensity around the boundary. Here, we wanted to
show that by using many levels, a smoothing is performed at both sides of the boundary while the prostate (low-frequency
structure) is preserved.
For L=1, 100 iterations were performed and for L=2,..,4 only 10 iterations were performed at the lowest level, after
which the level switching was controlled by the average contrast measured over the entire image. As depicted in Figure
11(c-f), the more levels used the more large structures are preserved. This behaviour can be controlled by the number of
scales. Limiting for example the pyramid to L=2 and 10 iterations in the finest resolution, the prostate boundaries were
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Figure 9. Example of 3D TRUS image of prostate. 3D view and orthogonal cutplanes.
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Figure 10. (a) Manually outlined prostate serving as a mask. The Intensity I is computed at both sides of the boundary in a window of
size w. (b) For w = 50, intensity mean measured at both sides of the delineated prostate (Iout and Iin) as L increases.
preserved while the noise was removed. The computation time was reduced by 87% as compared to only using a single
level.
To show quantitatively the smoothing properties and edge enhancement behaviour, the intensity was measured around
the boundaries of the prostate. First, for each 3D TRUS data set, the prostate was delineated manually by a medical expert
as shown in Figure 10(a). Then, from the center of mass CM of the delineated prostate, a set of rays were cast outwards,
at intervals of 1o in spherical coordinates, producing 180x360 (64800) rays. Tracing these rays, the average of the intensity
values were retained in a window of size ±w voxels around the boundary. Figure 10(b) shows an example of the average
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intensity values at both sides of the boundary as the number of levels increases for w = 50. In order to consider the
relative differences around the boundary, an offset corresponding to the mean value at the boundary was added. These
results indicate that at a single level the boundaries of the prostate are essentially preserved while homogeneous regions
are constructed at both sides. Conversely, as the number of levels increases, the difference in the mean value between the
internal and external regions decreases as a consequence of the constructions of largest homogeneous regions, showing the
low-pass edge-preserving properties, which can be qualitatively verified in Figure 11.
Furthermore, the improvement in the SNR at the boundary was measured for w = 20 and w = 50. The SNR was
computed as the difference in homogenoeus regions outside and inside the prostate as ( Iout−Iinσin )
2 where Iout is the
average value outside the prostate, Iin is the average value inside and σin is the standard deviation inside. The results
are summarized in Table 2. These are relative values, which means that they were computed as the SNR difference before
(after the reduction of attenuations) and after the pyramidal method is applied. The general trend is that the SNR around the
boundary increases, as more levels are applied. Progressively the prostate is better delineated while homogeneous regions
(small variance) are constructed at both sides of the boundary, when this one can be preserved. Nevertheless in some cases,
between two levels, the SNR decreases as a consequence of homogenous regions across the boundary (the boundary is not
well defined) or the intensity inside is not always higher than outside. When considering a small window size w = 20, this
trend is reinforced as we are measuring close to the outlined boundary, and no other structures are taken into account.
(a) Original Image (b) Outlined prostate
(c) Filtered L=1 (d) L=2
(e) L=3 (f) L=4
Figure 11. Example of 3D TRUS image. Cutplanes of (a) Original Image, (b) manually outlined prostate overlaid on the original image
(c) after reduction of attenuation effects,19 the image are filtered with F1 (L=1, 100 iterations), (d) L=2, (e) L=3 and (f) L=4.
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∆SNR(w = 20) ∆SNR(w = 50)
Pat. L = 1 L = 2 L = 3 L = 4 L = 1 L = 2 L = 3 L = 4
1 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.41 0.71
2 0.62 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.92 0.89 0.94 1.01
3 1.65 1.70 1.62 1.71 2.51 2.53 2.36 2.71
4 1.48 1.43 1.53 1.87 2.34 2.15 2.36 2.66
5 0.66 0.63 0.67 0.74 1.35 1.24 1.30 1.39
Table 2. Results of the improvement in the SNR for the five cases.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel 3D pyramidal scheme aimed at enhancing large structures in 3D images. It is combined
with an anisotropic diffusion scheme tailored to preserve the boundaries at a given level, thanks to different diffusivity
functions weighted by the likelihood of being in a boundary. Consequently, it performs different types of averaging while
enhancing the contrast. The update is performed between consecutive levels, by propagating the updated value (sum of
the flux) computed at a coarse level to the intensity at a fine level, as if the flux were performed between disconnected
nodes. Thus, the solution to the PDE in the highest resolution is completed by using multiple scales in an explicit scheme.
The main contributions of this pyramidal approach lie in three main points: firstly, it allows filtering of homogeneous
regions at different resolutions controlled mainly by the number of scales (L). Secondly, for high frequency filtering, it
is computationally less expensive to operate between two consecutive levels than traditional approaches. Thirdly, the
parameters of the diffusion are adaptively computed based on local and global information, leading to vanishing weak
edges, while enhancing the strongest ones. Because of its low pass properties as the number of levels increases, it eliminates
noise of different frequencies, while enhancing structures above a certain size. Unlike other algorithms implemented in
a pyramidal framework, it adaptively preserves the most important features of the image at each level, since the flux is
limited across the boundaries weighted by the likelihood of being in a boundary. This results in an image that can be
used as a cost function during a segmentation process, without the large number of local minima present as in the original
images. It has been shown that the proposed approach is well suited for speckle noise reduction in 3D US, enhancing large
structures such as the prostate. To this end, measures of the SNR around the boundary (manually delineated) have been
performed. In future works we are considering the extension to other applications, either in 3D US or other modalities,
where the extraction of specific sized-organs is required. It can be combined with a segmentation strategy in which the
organ is extracted at a given level, and propagated through the pyramid up to the finest resolution.
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